Abstract: In many contemporary theatre productions for teenage audiences, a power struggle is apparent between young people, who are typically the focus of narrative attention, and the adult world, which they are in the process of entering. This article focuses on two of David Greig's most successful works for young people, Yellow Moon (2006) and The Monster in the Hall (2010). In particular it explores the concept of aetonormativity as coined by the children's literature critic Maria Nikolajeva in 2010. Nikolajeva's theoretical intervention builds on power-oriented critiques of children's literature, which have been in the ascendancy in the last couple of decades, and is intended to demonstrate that adult normativity controls the way children's literature is patterned. Consequently, it provides a useful starting point for an exploration of the power dynamics that underwrite the material practices of theatre for young audiences (TYA). Acknowledging the usefulness of this concept, I nevertheless suggest that in Yellow Moon and The Monster in the Hall, Greig effects a partial redistribution of power between the adult and the audience in the TYA exchange. Greig's subtlety in the use and handling of the concept of power, here as elsewhere, resists over-simplification.
however, these particular substitutions seem less like evidence of Greig's dialectical world view than a form of teasing, especially in relation to the developing romance between Leila and Lee in Yellow Moon. After all, Greig has shown his young audience a sequence of actions that seem to be building inexorably to precisely the moment they are then not allowed to see. At the crucial point, he shifts the grounds of representation from the performance space to the imagination, thus depriving his audience of the immediate sensory content they presumably expect and, since they are teenagers, very probably desire. By way of compensation, Greig exposes them to the dramaturgically productive tension between mimesis and diegesis that is a building block of theatre. In the process, he encourages his young audience members into an awareness of themselves as viewers and as listeners but also, and importantly, as 
Greig's Theatre for Yong Audiences
Greig is Scotland's most prolific and widely admired contemporary playwright. Since the early 1990s he has produced more than seventy pieces and, as well as being unusually large, his output has been impressively varied. In addition to full-length plays such as The Speculator (1999), San Diego (2003) , and Dunsinane (2010) he has written short plays, radio plays, musicals, plays with songs such as Midsummer (2013) . Greig is an extremely erudite writer and his work has had particular appeal for academics. To date, his work with Suspect Culture, the Glasgow-based company he co-founded with Graham Eatough in the early 1990s, together with his extensive output for adult audiences, has been relatively widely discussed. 6 His work for young people, by contrast, has remained largely ignored and it is the aim of this article to begin the work of addressing this imbalance. 7 The kind of critical separation described above is not peculiar to discussions of Greig's work, of course. A number of important contemporary British playwrights continue to write for young audiences. Alongside Greig, Tim Crouch springs readily to mind, as do Anthony Neilson and Mark Ravenhill, yet scholars have tended to devote little critical attention to this work. This observation is not intended as a criticism. Clearly, there is a meaningful critical distinction to be made between theatre for young audiences (TYA) and theatre for adults. There would be no such thing as TYA, after all, if adults did not believe that young people were sufficiently different from them to require a special type of performance and, subsequently, to create a special category to describe that type of performance. It is important to make a distinction here between youth theatre, which might conceivably be authored by young people, and TYA, where adult professionals are commissioned to make work for young audiences. In the latter category, into which both plays under discussion in this article fall, even when the narrative voice is that of a child, we know that the has been restricted to a very specific set of conditions wrapped up in a cloud of "appropriate" entertainment'. 9 In this context TYA has been read prescriptively, in relation to its educational purposefulness. Historically, this emphasis on pedagogy and, indeed, the existence of TYA as a practice, is a product of a relatively modern refiguring of the idea of childhood, in which 'education' occupies a central position.
Because it emerged in this broader educational context, the rhetoric around TYA was inevitably shaped by adult conceptions of teenagers. These included the notion that they might be corrupted by exposure to inappropriate content or, conversely, that they might be positively influenced by appropriate material. At issue here, of course -especially for anyone wishing to see children's literature as a potential platform for interrogating and challenging the status quo -is the important question of whether the possibility of subversion exists. On the face of it, Nikolajeva's analysis of the structures of power operating in children's literature would seem to imply a negative answer to this question. In her analysis, the child almost always remains disempowered, even in those instances when he or she might appear temporarily empowered. This idea of a temporary redistribution of power recalls Mikhail Bakhtin, and his writings on medieval carnival, on which Nikolajeva draws. 15 Bakhtin's notion, that the reversals enacted through carnival -during which the fool was crowned king and kings and bishops were denigrated -were state sanctioned is useful for Nikolajeva, as is the idea that the temporary status of such reversals presupposes the restoration of the pre-existing social hierarchy. If we accept that carnival was at least partly a mechanism employed by the powerful to allow the disempowered to let off steam, then we can follow Nikolajeva in seeing that any temporary feelings of power a child reader might experience are sanctioned by the adult world, and are part of a larger project to inculcate the young reader into the acceptance of adult norms. None of this is particularly helpful to the scholar wishing to argue for the subversive power of certain types of children's literature, of course.
However, Nikolajeva does offer a glimmer of hope when she acknowledges that their specific form of ''power'' is dependent on the existence of a future for them in which to act'.
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Beauvais is also interested in 'legitimate power' and she singles out 'authority' as a type of power that 'encapsulates a set of sometimes numinous properties of a person or institution which enables it to counsel, influence, or order, from a position which all parties accept as being in some way legitimate'. 22 Drawing on Max Weber, she notes that 'power' in a broader sense indicates the likelihood of its agent being 'in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance'. 23 'Authority', on the other hand, is a form of dispersed power exercized by social agents in a variety of particular circumstances. Moreover, authority can, and often does, have an element of legitimacy to it and consequently need not imply coercion. Those in legitimate authority might reasonably expect that commands 'with a given specific content will be obeyed by a given group of people'. 24 Moreover, as Weber notes, traditional intergenerational authority 'must definitely be exercized as a joint right in the interest of all members and is thus not freely appropriated by the incumbent'. 25 The major difference between power and authority in Weber's analysis is that power is tied to the personal characteristics of individuals or groups, whereas authority is founded in social positions or roles, and consequently does not necessarily preclude freedom on either side of the relationship. Associating adult power in the TYA relationship with 'authority', rather than a more nebulous or general definition of 'power', allows us to see that adult power in this context can be both legitimate and also limited by social consider the complexity of Greig's dramaturgical strategies with reference to two varieties of power singled out by Beauvais: 'authority', which is exercized by the adult in the aetonormative relationship, and 'might', which is assigned primarily to the child. My aim is to show that although Greig's TYA work is implicated in cultural integration -in transmitting the cultural values of an adult world -any explanation of it that admits only this aspect risks overlooking important and contrary impulses in the work.
Authority and Might in Yellow Moon
Both It is the developing romance between Leila and Lee that forms the emotional core of the play and enables both characters to make genuine connections. Leila's self-loathing is linked to, although not exactly explained by, her obsessive consumption of celebrity magazines. Both her silence and her self-harming signal a profound estrangement from her own body and it is this estrangement -partly articulated through her narration of her own story -that is overcome as the young couple fall in love. Significantly, the first line Leila actually speaks for herself as herself is 'Take off your clothes' (p. 41). As she follows suit her nakedness -although of course it only exists in the imagination of the audience -is figured as a kind of healing, as an acceptance of her own beauty and a demonstration of her 'might'. The relationship has a similarly positive effect on Lee. Their discovery of each other is the catalyst that allows him to finally surrender to the police, to move towards accepting responsibility for Billy's death, and thus to make progress in his journey toward adulthood, toward the acquisition of 'experience and expertise' which are markers of authority. 33 It is significant that Leila and Lee achieve this without the help of the play's adult characters who do not reappear to reassert the adult norms that TYA practitioners supposedly wish to inculcate in young audiences.
The ending of Yellow Moon is not a conventionally happy one. Here, as elsewhere in his work, Greig is interested in 'how characters respond to the world in all its complexity and contradiction' and the resolution is consequently 'simultaneously tinged with a sense of optimism and pessimism'. 34 Lee faces an 33 Beauvais,'The Problem of "Power"', p. 82. 34 Holdsworth, 'David Greig', p. 170.
uncertain future and almost inevitable incarceration. Billy is dead, after all, and Lee is well beyond the minimum age of criminal responsibility. Elements of opacity also permeate the narrative elsewhere and in turn imbue it with an indeterminacy that renders simple identification on the part of the young spectators difficult. This aspect of the play's affective power is partly related, I would argue, to the ballad tradition on which Greig is drawing and which he uses elsewhere, most successfully perhaps in
The Strange Undoing of Prudencia Hart (2011), which David Pattie discusses in this issue (pp. 00-00).
Yellow Moon begins in crisis and quickly proceeds to the murder of Billy Logan.
This opening calls to mind the tendency for ballads to begin in medias res -at the height of conflict. Greig's emphasis is on action rather than exposition or motivation, a strategy also associated with ballad. In Yellow Moon we never fully understand why authority appropriately. For Duck this leads to the dissolution of intergenerational boundaries and she is elevated to the status of adult decision-maker, problem-solver and instrumental care-giver at a point in her life when she is developmentally illequipped to deal with such responsibility. While Duck's highly developed fantasy life, which she records in the form of a novel, is focused on the future and might be seen as an expression of her 'might' -to return to Beauvais's term -it is conducted entirely in the privacy of her bedroom, which suggests her personal situation has prevented her from pursuing age-appropriate interests and relationships outside the home.
Aware of the complexity of emotions experienced by young carers, Greig is careful not to characterize Duck as unwilling and to show that for the most part she experiences 'a sense of specialness and usefulness that counterbalances the negative effects' of her situation. 39 shared desire 'to say that we should have respect for people who commit themselves professionally to caring for others or helping people care for others'. 40 Underhill is described in the play as someone who every day 'is invited into the lives of people who are teetering on the edge of catastrophe […] and every day does her best to bring them back' (p, 80). That she often does this by handing out 'leaflets that describe courses' speaks to the light-hearted tone of the piece as a whole, but also to Greig's genuine belief in the power of education to transform people's lives. 41 The leaflet that is handed to Duck at the end of the play is for a two-day residential creative writing course in Dunfermline and Underhill promises to 'organize some care at home' for Duke, so that Duck can attend. 42 In combination with Duke's budding romance with
Agnetha, this provides a fairly conventionally happy ending to the play, although it is worth remembering that Duke's condition is chronic and degenerative. There is no cure for multiple sclerosis and consequently the problem at the centre of the play cannot be resolved.
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